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Abstract—Heat pipe is an effective passive cooling technique for
mobile devices. This work builds a multi-angle bended heat pipe
thermal model and presents an X-architecture routing engine
guided by developed dynamic thermal weights to construct the
heat pipe path for reducing the operating temperatures of a
smartphone. Compared with a commercial tool, the error of the
thermal model is only 4.79%. The routing engine can efficiently
reduce the operating temperatures of application processors at
least 13.20% in smartphones.

I. Introduction

With the high performance of smartphones and the scaling
CMOS technology, the power consumption of chips increases
rapidly, and they might operate at higher temperatures. The
high operating temperature can cause the decreasing of carrier
mobility, slow down the device, and degrade its performance.
Hence, effective heat dissipation techniques are required.

Heat pipe is an effective two-phase heat transfer device.
Generally, it is a cylindrical structure that is composed of metal
wall, wick structure, and vapor channel from outside to inside.
The wick structure is full of working fluid. As mentioned
in [1], the heat pipe utilizes thermal conduction and phase
transition to transfer heat between the evaporator region and
the condenser region. The evaporator section is placed in the
area that needs to be cooled, then working fluid turns into
vapor by absorbing heat from the hot area. Because of the
pressure gradient, the vapor travels to the condenser section
having low temperatures, condenses into liquid, and goes back
to the evaporator section through capillaries of wick structure.

In the last years, the heat pipe cooling technique has
been applied to mobile phones for decreasing their hottest
temperatures, such as Microsoft Lumia 950XL, Nokia 8, LG
G7, and Samsung Galaxy S9. However, there are still few
discussions about automatic heat pipe routing design tools.

Recently, [2] proposed a 90-degree bended heat pipe maze
routing algorithm to reduce the operating temperature of
smartphones. Nevertheless, according to [3], the heat transfer
ability of a flexible bended heat pipe would decrease as its
bending degree increases due to the wick deformation and
vapor channel reduction. [4] further investigated that the heat
transfer performance of bended heat pipe with a 45/90-degree
bend decreases to be about 86%/80%. Hence, to perform a
better routing path of a heat pipe for dissipating heat, there is
a demand to develop the multi-angle bended heat pipe design.

Furthermore, the thermal simulation of a design needs to
be done many times during the heat pipe routing procedure.
Though the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tools, such
as ANSYS Fluent [5], can generate the accurate thermal
profile, they take too much computational effort. To avoid
the complex calculation, Faghri et. al. [1] proposed a simple
thermal resistive network to model the straight heat pipe.
Chiou et. al. [2] also proposed a 90-degree bended heat pipe
thermal model, and employed it and the finite different method
(FDM) to obtain the thermal profile of a smartphone. However,
there is no compact thermal model for multi-angle bended heat
pipes.

This work proposes a multi-angle bended heat pipe thermal
model to construct an efficient thermal simulator for smart-
phones and integrates it into a developed multi-angle bended
heat pipe routing engine to reduce the operating temperatures
of smartphones. This is the first multi-angle bended heat pipe
routing engine for mobile devices, and our contributions are:

• We propose a compact thermal model for the multi-angle
(45- and 90-degrees) bended heat pipe by considering its
bending effect and two-phase thermal condition. Then, we
integrate the developed model and a matrix solver to do
the thermal simulation of smartphones. Its efficiency and
accuracy have been verified by ANSYS Fluent.

• We develop an X-architecture thermal driven routing
engine, which we name it XHPR, to build the multi-angle
bended heat pipe path for maximizing the temperature
reduction of smartphones. To guide the routing engine,
we utilize a supervised machine learning based method
to build a dynamic thermal weight function for calculating
the transferred heat of multi-angle bended heat pipe
during the design stage, and employ this thermal weight
to assist XHPR to improve the path searching quality. The
experimental results confirm that XHPR can effectively
remove the heat from the hotspot.

This paper is organized as follows. First, Section II presents
the thermal simulation for smartphones with the proposed
compact thermal model of multi-angle bended heat pipe. Then,
Section III details the XHPR. Finally, Section IV shows the
experimental results, and Section V concludes this work.
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Fig. 1. (a) Structure of a smartphone. (b) Compact thermal model.

II. Thermal Simulation ofMobile Devices withMulti-Angle
Bended Heat Pipe

Fig. 1(a) is the smartphone diagram with heat pipe. Its
major components are the rear case, battery, PCB, display, and
application processors (APs). The heat pipe is deposited on the
top of APs. Our goal is to analyze the thermal dissipation from
heat sources through many blocks having equivalent thermal
conductances (Section II-A will detail the thermal model of
multi-angle bended heat pipe.) to the outside environment of
a smartphone. Its heat transfer govern equation [6] is

∇ · (κ(r)∇T (r)) = p(r), (1)

subject to the condition at arbitrary boundary surface b,

κ(rb)
∂T (rb)
∂~nb

+ hbT (rb) = fb(rb). (2)

Here, r=(x, y, z) is an arbitrary position inside the phone. κ(r),
T (r), and p(r) are the thermal conductivity, temperature, and
power density at r, respectively. rb is an arbitrary position on
b, T (rb) is the temperature at rb, fb(rb) is an arbitrary function,
hb is the equivalent heat transfer coefficient of b, and ~nb is the
outward normal to b.

To solve (1) and (2), first, we discretize the phone geometry
into meshes. After that, we construct an equivalent sub-circuit
for each mesh by employing its geometry, material property,
and power consumption, and integrate these sub-circuits to
form an equivalent thermal resistive network as shown in
Fig. 1(b). Next, by utilizing the modified nodal analysis
(MNA) method, (1) and (2) can be approximated as

GT = p, (3)

where G is the thermal conductance matrix, T is the temper-
ature vector, and p is the power consumption vector.

Finally, we solve (3) to obtain the thermal profile.

A. Thermal Model of Multi-Angle Bended Heat Pipe

Considering different parameters, such as the width, thick-
ness, and material of heat pipes [7], the width and thickness
of heat pipe are set to be 2 mm and 0.2 mm, respectively. The
grooved wick structure is adopted, and its width and thickness
are 1.8 mm and 0.18 mm, respectively.

Since too many bending degrees can complicate the bended
heat pipe model, and the heat transfer ability of a heat pipe
will be degraded as its bending degree increases, we plan to
develop a compact multi-angle bended heat pipe model that is
suitable for two bending degrees, 45 degree and 90 degree.

The heat transfer conductance of a vapor channel [1] is

gvapor =
pHP

∆T
, (4)

where pHP is the power of heat source under the heat pipe,
∆T is the temperature difference between the terminals of
vapor channel close to the heat source and the heat sink, and,
generally, ∆T is about 2.5 K [1].

Fig. 1(a) shows a multi-angle bended heat pipe placed on
the xy plane. According to [4], the bended heat pipe slows
down vapor convection and degrades heat transfer in the vapor
channel. Its degrading rate is about 86%/80% for a 45/90-
degree bend. Combining it into (4), the thermal conductance
of vapor channel for a multi-angle bended heat pipe can be

gvapor, 45/90 =
pHP

∆T
· 0.86n45 · 0.80n90 , (5)

where n45/n90 is the number of 45/90-degree bends.
Meanwhile, we can also approximate gvapor, 45/90 to be

gvapor, 45/90 =
κvapor, 45/90 · AHP

L
, (6)

where κvapor, 45/90 is the equivalent thermal conductivity of
vapor channel, AHP is the cross-section area of heat pipe, and
L is the heat-pipe length.

After equalizing (5) and (6), we have

κvapor, 45/90 =
pHP · L

∆T · AHP
· 0.86n45 · 0.80n90 . (7)

We then chop the heat pipe into several cuboids to approx-
imate its original shape, and utilize (7) to form the equivalent
thermal resistive network of the heat pipe. Finally, we integrate
it into the compact thermal model shown in Fig. 1(b).

B. Thermal Simulation Flow

The proposed thermal simulator, first, parses the geometry
file, material file, power trace file, and heat pipe routing path of
the smartphone. After that, it performs the thermal simulation
for the smartphone with multi-angle bended heat pipe by
the following three steps. Step 1 utilizes several cuboids to
approximate the non-cuboidal shape of heat pipe, and builds
the thermal resistive network for the multi-angle bended heat
pipe by the method presented in Section II-A. Then, Step 2
integrates this network into the system thermal model and
constructs the system equations. Finally, Step 3 solves it by
employing an LU matrix solver, SuperLU [8], and reports the
temperature distribution of the smartphone.



III. XHPR: X-Architecture Thermal Driven Heat Pipe
Routing Engine

XHPR is an X-architecture thermal driven heat pipe routing
engine guided by a learning based dynamic thermal weight
calculator that will be described in Section III-A. Its goal
is to maximize the temperature reduction by designing the
heat pipe path from the heat source to the suitable sink
of a smartphone. Fig. 2 shows the X-architecture thermal
driven heat pipe routing flow. First, the thermal map of the
smartphone without using the heat pipe is generated by the
developed thermal simulator. Based on the heat pipe width,
XHPR cuts the thermal map into many 2 × 2 mm2 routing
grids, and picks 20% of the routing grids having the lowest
temperatures to be the potential sink grids. Meanwhile, the
source grid is set at the AP center. Then, the X-architecture
thermal driven routing algorithm described in Section III-B
and the developed thermal simulator are executed repeatedly
until all potential sink grids are done. Finally, XHPR reports
the best routing path of heat pipe.

Fig. 2. X-architecture thermal driven heat pipe routing flow.

A. Dynamic Thermal Weight Calculator by Using Machine
Learning Techniques

Since it is complicated to directly solve the heat transfer
govern equation with considering the two-phase heat transfer
of heat pipe, we adopt a supervised machine learning method
to build a dynamic thermal weight calculation mechanism by
considering the temperature, distance, and bending number of
multi-angle bended heat pipe while routing the heat pipe.

Fig. 3 shows the dynamic thermal weight function building
framework. First, we practically and randomly generate many
heat pipe routing patterns with two bending degrees, 45 and
90 degrees, and the bending number is from 0 to 3 for
each bending degree. 80% and 20% of the patterns are used
as training data and test data, respectively. After that, we
apply ANSYS Fluent to obtain the thermal distribution of

Fig. 3. Dynamic thermal weight function building framework.

smartphones with those attached heat pipe routing patterns and
extract seven feature parameters that would influence thermal
effects for each routing grid.
• The rising temperatures of source and sink of heat pipe
• The distance between the routing grid and the source grid
• The label whether the heat pipe passes the routing grid
• The bending number of heat pipe in 45 or 90 degrees
• The rising temperature of routing grid without employing

the heat pipe cooling technique
The learning target is the temperature reduction of each
routing grid after using the heat pipe cooling technique.
To avoid over-fitting problems and insufficient accuracy in
learning model, we use the polynomial that is great flexible and
the monomials at most six order with seven variables as our
basis functions through the training process. The temperature
reduction of a specific grid can be written as

yp(x,w) =
∑

k1+···k7≤6,
∀ki∈{0}

⋃
N

wk1,··· ,k7Π
7
j=1xk j

j , (8)

where x = (x1, x2, · · · x7)T is the feature parameter vector,
wk1,k2··· ,k7 is the function parameter, and k j is the power order.

With the Gaussian noise model assumption for the training
data, and setting the gradient of log likelihood function to
be zero, we can get the optimal function parameters. The
maximum error and average error of built model are less than
14.24% and 2.32% for test data, respectively.

After building the learning model, XHPR applies it to
calculate the dynamic thermal weights of routing grids. The
dynamic thermal weight calculation procedure for each routing
grid is shown in Procedure 1.

B. X-architecture Thermal Driven Routing Algorithm

A* is an effective pathfinding algorithm that is extended
from the Dijkstra algorithm, and is widely used in the graph
traversal [9]. It introduces a heuristic function to guide the
search for achieving better searching quality. The developed X-
architecture thermal driven heat pipe routing method is based
on the A* algorithm. Since different heat pipe routing paths
lead to different thermal maps, the estimation mechanism of



Procedure 1 DTWC: Dynamic Thermal Weight Calculation
Require: TNOHP, the rising temperature of grid ra without heat pipe.

Dra ,src, the distance between ra and source grid src.
Tsrc/Tsink , the rising temperature of src/sink.
n45/n90, the bending number of 45/90 degree.

1: F[7]← {TNOHP, Dra ,src, Tsrc, n45, n90, 1, Tsink}

2: for i=1 to 7 do
3: xi ← F[i]
4: end for
5: DTW ←

∑
k1+···k7≤6,
∀ki∈{0}

⋃
N

wk1 ,··· ,k7 Π7
j=1 x

k j
j

each routing grid to predict the following path is important. It
manipulates the heat pipe routing grids to find the maximum
accumulated heat, and utilizes a thermal weight estimation for
the following path to improve the searching quality.

The routing algorithm, at each iteration, moves a routing
grid from the openList to the closedList and expands it. Here,
the openList contains the grids that have been reached but not
yet expanded, and the closedList contains the grids that have
been expanded. Fig. 4 illustrates the X-architecture thermal
driven routing method. g(ri) is the accumulated heat from the
source grid src to the current routing grid ri, and h(ri) is the
predicted accumulated heat from ri to the sink grid sink. The
expanding direction of routing path from ri is not only along
vertical/horizontal direction but also along diagonal direction.
Using (8), The g(ri) of a potential routing path from src to ri

(src→ri) can be calculated as

g(ri) =
∑

r j∈src→ri

yp(r j.x,w), (9)

where yp(r j.x,w) is the dynamic thermal weight at grid r j that
is on src→ri, and r j.x represents the feature parameters of r j.

We repeatedly update g(ri) to get its maximum value, and
store the predecessor of ri along the path that has the maximum
g(ri) (maximum accumulated heat).

Moreover, while we calculate the predicted accumulated
heat h(ri) from ri to sink, we also consider the bending angles
and bending number of the path from src to ri to improve the
searching performance. h(ri) is defined and calculated as

h(ri) =
∑

r j∈ri→sink

yp(r j.x,w), (10)

where ri→sink is the predicted path from ri to sink.
To save the runtime, the greedy method is used to get

ri→sink. Procedure 2 shows the calculation procedure.
After that, we add (9) and (10) to form the evaluation

function of ri, f (ri), for estimating the accumulated heat from
src to sink through ri and decide which routing grid in the
openList should be expanded next. f (ri) is equal to

f (ri) = g(ri) + h(ri). (11)

Algorithm 1 presents the proposed thermal driven heat pipe
routing algorithm. In the beginning, g(src), h(src) and f (src)
are initialized to ∞, and their values for the rest grids are set
to 0 by Line 1-2. Then we put src into the openList and clear
the closedList by Line 3-4.

Fig. 4. X-architecture thermal driven routing illustration.

Procedure 2 PAHC: Predicted Accumulated Heat Calculation
Require: Routing grid rn
1: maxAccPAH ← 0
2: rm ← rn
3: while rm , sink do
4: for each neighbor rb of rm do
5: AccPAH ← 0
6: while rz on the backtrace path from rb to rn do
7: Perform Procedure DTWC for rz
8: AccPAH ← AccPAH + DTW
9: end while

10: maxAccPAH ← the maximum AccPAH of those neighbor rb’s
11: maxAccPAHgrid ← the neighbor of rm with maximum AccPAH
12: end for
13: rm ← maxAccPAHgrid
14: end while
15: h(rn)← maxAccPAH

While the openList is not empty, the current grid rc is set
to the grid which has the maximum f in the openList. If rc is
the sink grid, the searching stage will be terminated. Then, we
will trace back the routing path and return the HeatPipePath
by Line 8-9. Otherwise, we move rc from the openList to the
closedList by Line 11.

Next stage, by expanding rc, all of its neighbor grids are
found. By Line 12-30, we will calculate f (rn) for its each
neighbor grid rn. If rn is neither in the closedList nor in the
openList, we add rn to the openList by Line 16.

Line 19-22 will compute the accumulated heat (accHeat)
from src to rn. To calculate accHeat of the path, we execute
DTWC Procedure to dynamically adjust the thermal weight of
rn by Line 20. If the accHeat of rn obtained from the current
path is larger than g(rn) obtained from another path from src
to rn, g(rn) will be updated to accHeat, and the parent grid of
rn will be set to rc by Line 24-25. Before choosing the next
expanded grid, the PAHC Procedure is called to obtain h(rn)
by Line 26.

The evaluation value of rn, f (rn), is calculated by (11), and
the current loop for optimizing the searching path is done. We
finish the heat pipe routing path searching until the sink is
reached, and return HeatPipePath.

IV. Experimental Results

The proposed thermal simulator and XHPR are imple-
mented in C++ language and executed on a PC with an
Intel Processor i7-2600 3.40-GHz CPU and 16GB memory.
The smartphones used in the results are Samsung Galaxy S4



Algorithm 1 X-architecture Thermal Driven Routing
1: g(ri), h(ri), f (ri) ← 0, ∀ ri
2: g(src), h(src), f (src)← ∞
3: openList ← {src}
4: closedList ← {}
5: while openList is not empty do
6: rc ← the grid having maximum f in openList
7: if rc = sink then
8: Backtrace HeatPipePath from sink to src
9: return HeatPipePath

10: end if
11: Move rc to closedList
12: for each neighbor rn of rc do
13: if rn in closedList then
14: continue
15: else if rn not in openList then
16: Add rn to openList
17: end if
18: accHeat ← 0
19: while ra on the backtrace path from rn to src do
20: Perform Procedure DTWC for ra
21: accHeat ← accHeat + DTW
22: end while
23: if accHeat > g(rn) then
24: g(rn)← accHeat
25: rn.parent ← rc
26: Perform Procedure PAHC for rn
27: f (rn)← g(rn) + h(rn)
28: end if
29: end for
30: end while

(GS4: 136.6 × 69.8 × 7.9 mm3) and Google Nexus 5 (N5:
139.9 × 71.2 × 8.6 mm3), obtained from [10]. Each phone
has five steady-state power profiles, B1-B5, with multiple heat
sources, and these power profile are generated from [10]. The
solid structure of heat pipe is composed of the copper wall and
grooved wick structure. The vapor channel and wick structure
of heat pipe are filled with the water vapor and liquid water.

A. Multi-Angle Bended Heat Pipe Thermal Model Validation

To validate the proposed thermal simulator with the de-
veloped heat pipe thermal model, we compare the thermal
simulation results with those obtained by ANSYS Fluent [5]
in Table I. The grid numbers in ANSYS Fluent and our thermal
simulator are two million and seventy thousand, respectively.
The heat pipe design is obtained by the XHPR. We validate
the temperature at the center of application processor (AP),

TABLE I
Comparison of ANSYS Fluent and the proposed thermal simulator.

Fluent Proposed thermal simulator
Case Bends Time Error(%) Difference(°C) Time SpeedUp

(s) AP Sk Sc AP Sk Sc (s) (×)
GS4-B1 1875 3.95 8.07 7.96 1.60 1.14 1.07 4.73 396.41
GS4-B2 1825 3.78 9.58 12.03 1.42 1.10 1.28 4.37 417.62
GS4-B3 5 1763 3.66 10.05 10.96 1.21 1.22 0.96 4.34 406.22
GS4-B4 1690 2.47 8.80 12.67 0.84 1.03 0.96 4.30 393.02
GS4-B5 1669 3.34 10.85 12.06 1.11 1.20 0.93 4.30 388.14
N5-B1 1834 4.79 6.43 13.58 2.06 2.17 2.92 4.80 382.08
N5-B2 1769 4.61 6.04 12.80 1.81 1.89 2.53 5.01 353.09
N5-B3 3 1644 4.43 5.68 12.67 1.60 1.66 2.32 4.86 338.27
N5-B4 1782 4.36 5.62 11.49 1.55 1.62 2.07 5.72 311.54
N5-B5 1673 4.45 5.58 12.42 1.60 1.64 2.27 4.83 346.38

the maximum temperature on the skin (Sk), and the maximum
temperature on the screen (Sc). The error is calculated as

e =
|TThermSim − TFluent |

TFluent − Tamb
× 100%. (12)

Here, TThermSim and TFluent are the temperatures from our
thermal simulator and ANSYS Fluent, respectively. Tamb is
the ambient temperature.

Compared with ANSYS Fluent, the maximum temperature
differences of AP and skin/screen are 2.06°C and 2.92°C,
respectively. The maximum error of AP is only 4.79%, and
the maximum error of skin/screen is 13.58%. Since the tem-
peratures of skin and screen are relatively low, their errors are
higher than the AP. Meanwhile, the speedup of the proposed
thermal simulator over ANSYS Fluent can be over 311.54×.

B. Multi-Angle Bended Heat Pipe Design in Smartphones

Table II shows the results of heat pipe designs from different
methods, and, for a fair comparison, all temperature values
are obtained by ANSYS Fluent. “NOHP” means that the
smartphone does not utilize the heat pipe. “I-MR-D” is the
method stated in [2] considering 90-degree bended heat pipe,
and “XHPR” is our X-architecture thermal driven heat pipe
routing engine. We also implement the shortest path A*
routing [11], which we name it SP-A*, to design the heat
pipe as an intuitive solution. It finds the shortest path from
the source grid to sink grid as the design path of heat pipe.

By comparing with NOHP, SP-A* can reduce the operating
temperature of AP by 1.94°C in average, and I-MR-D and
XHPR perform much better reduction because of considering
the thermal effect. Their reduced temperatures can be up to
4.69°C and 6.03°C in average on AP, respectively. Moreover,
compared to I-MR-D, XHPR can achieve more temperature
reduction for AP, skin, and screen. Consequently, it shows
that the multi-angle bended heat pipe is a better metric for
thermal driven heat pipe routing, since the skin and screen
temperatures can also be decreased by 4.32°C and 4.38°C in
average by utilizing XHPR, respectively. Meanwhile, the AP
temperatures of XHPR are all under 69.96°C which can bring
more power budget on chips as well.

The thermal maps of cases GS4-B1 and N5-B1 by using
NOHP, SP-A*, I-MR-D, XHPR, and the exhausted method
are presented in Fig. 5(a)-(e) and Fig. 5(f)-(j), respectively.
Fig. 5(a)-(d) and Fig. 5(f)-(i) show that XHPR can achieve
better heat dissipation than the others. Meanwhile, the heat
pipe paths are similar between XHPR and the exhausted
method. Furthermore, Fig.5(i) and Fig.5(h) show that the
design of XHPR gets much better thermal solution than I-
MR-D with same bending numbers of heat pipe but different
degrees. It confirms that the 45-degree bended heat pipe has
better performance than the 90-degree bended heat pipe. This
fact shows that XHPR not only estimates the 45/90-degree
bending effects well but also leads the better routing path.

V. Conclusion
We have presented a compact thermal model of multi-angle

bended heat pipe for accurate and fast thermal simulation.



TABLE II
Results of multi-angle multi-bend heat pipe routing.

Heat Pipe Design Improvement
NOHP SP-A* I-MR-D [2] XHPR SP-A* I-MR-D [2] XHPR

Case Temperature of AP (°C) Maximum reduction temperatures (°C)
AP Sk Sc AP Sk Sc AP Sk Sc AP Sk Sc AP Sk Sc AP Sk Sc AP Sk Sc

GS4-B1 73.68 46.10 44.78 70.74 44.74 43.49 68.59 43.27 41.46 67.52 41.13 40.45 2.94 1.36 1.29 5.09 2.83 3.32 6.16 4.97 4.33
GS4-B2 70.86 45.85 43.82 68.98 42.19 40.43 65.19 39.86 39.00 64.69 38.48 37.64 1.88 3.66 3.39 5.67 5.99 4.82 6.17 7.37 6.18
GS4-B3 66.33 43.74 42.61 65.30 41.71 41.14 62.78 40.87 39.41 60.04 39.14 35.76 1.03 2.03 1.47 3.55 2.87 3.20 6.29 4.60 6.85
GS4-B4 67.26 44.17 42.28 66.12 43.06 40.97 64.09 41.37 37.11 61.09 38.70 34.56 1.14 1.11 1.31 3.17 2.80 5.17 6.17 5.47 7.72
GS4-B5 65.21 42.95 41.89 64.07 42.13 39.74 60.88 39.50 37.05 60.11 38.06 34.70 1.14 0.82 2.15 4.33 3.45 4.84 5.10 4.89 7.19
N5-B1 77.30 64.36 51.10 74.73 63.18 50.46 71.77 61.31 48.72 69.96 60.77 48.50 2.57 1.18 0.64 5.53 3.05 2.38 7.34 3.59 2.60
N5-B2 72.94 61.58 49.14 70.60 60.49 48.55 67.70 58.77 46.91 66.24 58.30 46.76 2.34 1.09 0.59 5.24 2.81 2.23 6.70 3.28 2.38
N5-B3 69.30 59.26 47.50 67.16 58.27 46.96 64.48 56.67 45.44 63.14 56.24 45.31 2.14 0.99 0.54 4.82 2.59 2.06 6.16 3.02 2.19
N5-B4 68.57 58.80 47.17 66.47 57.82 46.65 63.84 56.25 45.15 62.52 55.83 45.02 2.10 0.98 0.52 4.73 2.55 2.02 6.05 2.97 2.15
N5-B5 69.05 59.41 47.46 66.92 58.42 46.92 64.25 56.83 45.41 62.92 56.40 45.28 2.13 0.99 0.54 4.80 2.58 2.05 6.13 3.01 2.18
Avg. 1.94 1.42 1.24 4.69 3.15 3.21 6.03 4.32 4.38

All temperature values are obtained by using the commercial simulation tool, ANSYS Fluent.

Besides, we have developed the X-architecture thermal driven
routing algorithm for heat pipe deign. As part of routing
process, we have also developed the thermal predictor that
can effectively predict temperature reduction of each routing
grid after using the heat pipe cooling technique to support heat
pipe design flow. The proposed X-architecture thermal driven
heat pipe routing engine can reduce the temperature at least
13.20% in application processors.
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